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From the wild shores of the Scotland's Western Isles to the bloody fields of France to the glittering

courts of Europe, the Macpherson Trilogy follows a family's fight for Scottish independence against

the Tudor king, Henry VIII. Rite of Passion Elizabeth Boleyn has been ordered to yield to a

lecherous king what she most prizes--her innocence. Now, at the tournament of two kings, her

beauty has attracted not only the eyes of Henry Tudor, but those of the handsome Scottish warrior,

Ambrose Macpherson, whose bold offer to bed her might be her only salvation... Quest of Love

Ambrose Macpherson feels desire for the exquisite daughter of the English diplomat. That the hated

English king is pursuing her makes Elizabeth an even greater prize, engulfing Ambrose's very soul

with fire and fury. But suddenly, after witnessing an act of treachery that could topple the crown,

Elizabeth has vanished. Ambrose knows that fate will allow him no rest until he finds the only

woman he has ever loved... "May McGoldrick brings history alive, painting passion and intrigue

across a broad, colorful canvas." --Patricia Gaffney
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My feelings for the heroine in this story were all over the place. She was devoted to her sister Mary

who treated her as a servant and she took her attitude over and over.. it took me awhile to like her.

Now our H was a gem and I liked him from the start! As another reader wrote and I agree, how

could she leave her sister Anne behind knowing how her father used his daughter's. Granted we all

know what happens to Anne and she couldn't leave that life -what would the king do without a wife

to behead?Romance builds slowly and our H isn't part of her life for 4 years. ThatÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s

when the story gets interesting, when they meet again.I did like the way Mary changed, it was

believable, but her fathers transformation didn't feel right.This story has suspense, no real battles,

lovemaking near the last half of the book, descriptive but not vulgar. By now I'd liked both the h/H so

it was passionate for me.The subject may have kept me from loving this book. It has physical

abuse, almost rape, betrayal, and at times very sad. You must read this in order to fully enjoy the

next book.You get your monies worth in any of this authorsite stories. I do recommend this whole

series! (ljb)

I really like this author's writing style and she weaves a great tale. This is the second book I have

read that they have written. This story could have been a really good one had it not been for the

enormous liberties they took with historical characters. The lives and deaths of real historical people

have been completely changed and knowing this I had a hard time finishing this book. I will read the

next in the series with the hope that it is better.

The historical info was superbly written. I felt like i was there whether in Florence, England, or

Scotland. The characters were well developed, and I grew to love them just as in the other previous

books. As a retired English teacher, i hope to one day soon visit Wales & Scotland, home of my

ancestors. These adventuresome, historical novels keep up my hopes before decrepitude sets in.

Thank you for bringing these places & characters to life.

I am truly in love with May McGoldrick novels right now. I have read 8 in the last three months

starting with the Angel of Skye in the MacPherson Clan Series. Each novel is a stand alone but I

think it would be helpful to read them in order because so many of her characters are woven into

other stories in the series. I get so caught up in the stories that I think about the characters even

when I have to put the book down. They have made me laugh and cry. Truly the mark of a great

book. The stories are not cookie cutter and I like that the heroes and heroines in her books admit



their love for each other and then have to work together to conquer the villains.

The books in the MacPherson series just keep getting better and better. I truly enjoyed the plot and

characters in this story. The authors did an excellent job weaving historical facts with the romance in

this story. Loved Elizabeth's character. Her bravery and integrity are truly exceptional. She really

found her match in Ambrose and their love story is passionate and sweet at the same time. I

discovered these authors by accident but I'm glad I did. I'm truly enjoying their books!

Good quick read and continues characters from previous stories.

I loved this book full of history, intrigue, excitement and steamy love. The characters are all very well

developed and interesting. There are twists and turns that you don't see coming. True love was

uncommon in those days of King Henry but Ambrose and Elizabeth manage to find it although their

path to it was not always easy. Great read. I look forward to the next book in this series!

Enjoyed this continuing story line. Never a dull moment with twists and turns. The guy gets his gal

and all ends well. But it's the life adventures to finally reach that perfect story ending that keeps you

turning the pages. Happy reading....
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